
side is assumed to be - mark. The measurement position is made dimensionless by width 
B=376mm in the vertical direction of the measurement section. The ordinate shows the 
velocity distribution and the disturbance intensity, respectively. The symmetry of a flow 
was good to the center and turbulence intensity was less than 0.5% in the range which is 
maintaining the equality of a flow. The disturbance intensity to keep the uniformity of the 
flow was within 0.5%. Here, if uniform flow velocity U=28m/s and the measurement point 
x=400mm are calculated by Prantl's exact solution (δ=0.22(ν/Ux) 0.167x), the thickness of the 
boundary layer is 9.6mm. The thickness of the boundary layer as in Fig. 6 is 10mm for the 
acrylic wall, and this agrees with the value from Prantl's expression. However, the thickness 
of the boundary layer above the sound absorbing wall was about 28mm, and was about 
three times that in Prantl's expression because the sound-absorbing wall was made of 
fibered glass with a rough surface. It was clarified that the wall was necessary to obtain a 
wide measurement section and thus improve the uniformity of the flow. 
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Fig. 6. Flow velocity distribution and turbulence intensity in the test (measurement) section 
at a main flow velocity of U=28m/s 
¶ 

¶ 
3.3 The relation between sound source and measurement position 
 

It is known that the fluid-dynamic noise made from the circular cylinder placed into the air 
flow is a dipole sound. Since there is single directivity also in a microphone, it is important 
to understand the influence on the measurement result by the spatial relationship of a sound 
source and its microphone. Figure 7 shows the measurement result of the sound pressure 
level when varying the distance x between centers of a circular cylinder and a microphone 
in the range from 5mm to 95mm. Here, the airflow velocity in a test section was U=28m/s 
and the diameter of circular cylinder was 20mm. It is understood that the measured sound 
pressure level is almost the same. So, in measurement of acoustic frequency, distance 
between centers of circular cylinder and microphone was set to 50mm. Here, it is expected 
that the pressure fluctuation of a short-distance field is included in the sound pressure 
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